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 Upper intermediate English Language Book includes: - Six lessons that cover topics such as Making sense of stories and travel
destinations - Two different activities to practise talking about sports and health topics - Two different activities to practise

listening skills - Three skills to practise sentence structure - Learn more about following a recipe - Gather information and plan
to cook a meal - Practice starting and ending a sentence - Find out more about travelling the world - Use information and

pictures in a story - Find out more about recycling and the environment - Listen to a radio talk on a current topic and describe
what you hear - Follow and comment on a Facebook page - Talk about the weather - Complete a digital diary - Write a letter to

a friend. The Teach Yourself Book contains: - Upper intermediate English Language Book is ideal for someone with some
upper intermediate English Language knowledge and wants to brush up or review their skills, or for someone who needs to
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prepare for an English exam. The Teach Yourself Book is very user friendly, with activities and tips to help you complete each
task in no time. Enjoy activities on topics such as: travelling the world, following a recipe, and watching a movie. This English
Language Book also contains activities, skills and topics about all kinds of topics. Topics include: (3) talking about the weather

(2) listening to a radio talk (2) following a Facebook page (3) describing the weather (3) recycling and the environment (3)
talking about an issue and looking for information (3) using your English (4) taking part in a game (3) finding your way around

(3) using a map and a compass (3) following a person in a conversation (3) starting a conversation and then leading it (3)
finishing a conversation (3) making a decision (3) preparing a meal (3) talking about social issues (2) talking about sport (2)
describing a scene (2) making sense of a story (2) looking for something (2) taking part in a chat (3) talking about a topic (3)

talking about a person (2) making a decision (2) preparing a meal (2) describing a place (2) following a person (2) making a plan
(3) talking about cooking (2) making a change (2) talking about the Internet (2) making a prediction (2) talking about television

(2) making a visit (2) making a plan (2) talking about shopping (2) making a remark (3) talking about food (2) talking about
writing 520fdb1ae7
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